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Interfacial instability in a time-periodic rotating Hele-Shaw Cell
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Abstract. The eﬀect of time-periodic angular velocity on the interfacial instability of two immiscible, viscous
ﬂuids of diﬀerent densities and conﬁned in an annular Hele-Shaw cell is investigated. An inviscid linear stability
analysis of the viscous and time dependent basic ﬂow leads to a periodic Mathieu oscillator describing the evolution of the interfacial amplitude. We show that the relevant parameters that control the interface are the Bond
number, viscosity ratio, Atwood number and the frequency number.

1 Introduction
Several theoretical and experimental works have been carried out to study the interfacial instability in an annular
Hele-Shaw cell [1-16]. These works have been extended to
include eﬀects arising from a constant rotation rate of the
system and have mainly focused on the study of the linear
growth rate, also, on the understanding ﬁngering mechanisms of the interface when one of two immiscible ﬂuids
is accelerated toward the other under centrifugal forces.
In this area, diﬀerent conﬁgurations have been examined
[2 − 5]. For instance, the linear stability analysis of an initially concentric circular drop in the case of high density
and viscosity contrast was performed by Schwartz [2]. In
his work, the coriolis force is included in an ad hoc manner and it was shown that circular drop is unstable both to a
translation, and depending on the rotation rate, to a number
of ﬁngering modes. Later on, the linear stability analysis
originally performed in [2] has been extended to an arbitrary density and viscosity contrast by carrillo et al., [3–5],
and to a low viscosity contrast ﬂows by Alvarez-Lacalle
et al. [8]. In [3], Carrillo et al. have studied, both theoretically and experimentally, the behavior of the interface
between two immiscible ﬂuids in a rotating Hele-Shaw cell
when the inner ﬂuid is injected, with constant injection
rate, through a hole at the rotation axis. Here, the linear
growth rate calculated shows that the interfacial instability can be driven by the density diﬀerence between the
ﬂuids. In the case of vanishing injection rate and in the
presence of centrifugal forcing, the nonlinear growth rate
was also studied in [3] by authors. In the same spirit, Carrillo et al., [4, 5], have investigated a series of experiments
and have examined the radial displacement of a rotating
ﬂuid annulus in stable , [4], and unstable, [5], regimes.
They have focused on the dynamics of axisymmetric annular conﬁgurations with air at the inner and outer layers and oil at the intermediate layer. By performing experiments in pre-wet and dry conditions, they have shown
that the stability of the interfaces depends substantially on
the wetting conditions at the leading interface. Later on,
there has been interest of interfacial instabilities in ferroﬂua

ids conﬁned within Hele-Shaw cell [6-7]. Miranda [6] has
treated the case in which the inner ﬂuid is a ferroﬂuid in
the presence of an external magnetic ﬁelds. Using a linear
stability analysis and neglecting coriolis forces, he has determined the growth rate when both the centrifugal forces
and magnetic forces are induced and has shown that the
magnetic forces act to stabilize the ﬂuid interface. Thereafter, Alvarez-Lacalle et al., [8], have studied the dynamics
and morphology of the viscous ﬁngering patterns formed
at the circular interface between two immiscible ﬂuids in a
rotating Hele-Shaw cell in the low-viscosity contrast limit.
These authors have found that, in addition to viscosity contrast and surface tension, the gap spacing of the cell also
plays an important role in the linear regime to characterize
ﬁnger competition processes. However, the inﬂuence of all
these parameters (viscosity contrast, surface tension coefﬁcient and dimensionless gap spacing) on the pattern morphology were addressed analytically by using a linear and
weakly nonlinear stability analysis by Gadêlha and Miranda [9]. In this study the velocity gradients, which are related to internal friction in the ﬂuid, are taken into account
in the equilibrium condition. Following Schwartz [2], Waters and Cummings [10] have considered a ﬂow in a rotating Hele-shaw cell taking into account the Coriolis forces.
In the limit of high viscosity contrast and high density,
They have determined the exact solution of the velocity
ﬁeld and the value of Eckman number corresponding to
the fastest-growth rate. These results were compared with
those obtained by Schwartz where the coriolis forces are
included in a gap averaged two dimensional Darcy’s law.
Later, Abidate et al. [12] have reported analytical results
for the development of instability of an interface between
two immiscible, Newtonian ﬂuid layers conﬁned in a rotating annular Hele-Shaw cell. They have performed a linear
stability analysis and focus their study on the inﬂuence of
both Coriolis forces and curvature parameters on the interface instability growth rate. In this investigation it was
shown that, the Coriolis force does not alter the stability of
a disturbance with a particular wave number but reduces
the maximum of the growth rate. The results related to the
role played by the conﬁnement of the liquid layers were
also shown to provide a modiﬁcation of the fastest-growing
mode and its corresponding linear growth rate.
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All the studies cited above have examined the ﬂow in an
annular Hele-Shaw cell subject to a constant rotation. In
this study, we focus attention on the interfacial instability
in a Hele-Shaw cell under a time-dependent angular velocity. This study, is an extension of [12]. We examine the
case of two immiscible, viscous and incompressible ﬂuids
in a time periodic rotating Hele-Shaw cell. In this situation, the basic ﬂow is unsteady and the ﬂow in each ﬂuid is
pulsed. Performing an inviscid linear stability analysis to
describe the perturbation of the interface, we examine the
eﬀect of periodic rotation on the threshold of the interfacial
instability.

equation of continuity, the equations of momentum as well
as the nonslip boundary conditions at the horizontal walls
are,
V bj = 0 at z = ±
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2 Formulation
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Under these assumptions and as in the traditional HeleShaw ﬂow, where the aspect ratio  of the cell is considered
smaller than unity, a ﬁrst approximation of the base ﬂow,
[17, 18], is obtained from the system of equations (1)-(2)
as follows
−ρ j


Consider two immiscible, incompressible
Newtonian ﬂuids conﬁned in an annular Hele-Shaw cell of thickness e
 subject to a time-dependent angular velocity, Ω(t) =
and
Ωo + Ωm cos(ωt)k, around its vertical symmetry axis. We

denote
by ω the dimensional frequency, Ωo is a constant
angular velocity, Ωm is the amplitude of modulation and
 = Re  1 the aspect ratio of the cell (see Fig. 1). Each

e
2

r
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Equations (4)-(6) are integrated to obtain the pressure and
the velocity of the basic state. Therefore, the averaged components of velocity V̄ bj can be written as
V̄ bj = F̄ j cos(ωt) + Ḡ j sin(ωt)

Ğ

(5)

2.2.1 Base-state velocity




(4)
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the functions F̄ j and Ḡ j are given by
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rΩm sinh(Γ j ) + sin(Γ j )
− Γj
F̄ j =
Γ j cos(Γ j ) + cosh(Γ j )
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Fig. 1. Scheme arrangement of Hele-Shaw cell subject to a timedependent
 angular velocity.

Ḡ j =



ﬂuid layer is characterized by the density ρ j , the kinematic
viscosity
 ν j , where the subscripts j = 1, 2 denotes the inner
and outer layer respectively in the rotating frame.
The physical problem is governed by the following set of
equations
(j=1,2)
(1)
∇.V j = 0
dV j
dΩ(t)
1
= − ∇p j + ν j ΔV j − Ω(t) ∧ (Ω(t) ∧ r) −
∧r
dt
ρj
dt
(2)
where V j (u j , v j ) is the ﬂuid velocity, p j is the hydrodynamic pressure and r the radial distance from the rotation
axis.
2.2 Base ﬂow solution

We assume that the equilibrium corresponds to a circular
interface of radius R. Furthermore, the term dΩ(t)
dt ∧ r produces a basic velocity ﬁeld having an azimuthal component (0, V bj , 0). This basic solution satisﬁes necessarily the

with Γ j =



ωe2
2ν j

 21



rΩm sinh(Γ j ) − sin(Γ j )
Γ j cos(Γ j ) + cosh(Γ j )

(8)

(9)

is the frequency number.

2.2.2 Base-state pressure

In this situation, the pressure Pbj of the base state is given
by
Pbj =

ρ j  b 2
V̄ j + r2 Ω2 (t) + C te
2

(10)

where C te is an arbitrary constant.
The pressure jump at the interface satisﬁes the LaplaceYoung equation given by
Pb1 (Ro ) − Pb2 (Ro ) =

γ
R

(11)

Here, we denote by γ the surface tension between the two
ﬂuids.
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2.3 Linear stability

the interface displacement from its equilibrium position.
Eq.(20) leads to a parametric diﬀerential equation

We assume that the base state is disturbed so that the velocity and the pressure ﬁelds in the perturbed state are written
as the sum of the base ﬂow variables and small perturbations


V j = V̄bj + v j u(r, θ, t), v(r, θ, t) , P j = Pbj + p j (r, θ, t)

(12)

⎤
⎡
V̄1b
V̄2b ⎥⎥⎥ dξn (t)
⎢⎢⎢
d2 ξn (t)
+ 2i ⎢⎣α1 (n − 1)
+ α2 (n + 1) ⎥⎦
R
R
dt
dt2
b
b

 in  dV̄1b
dV̄
V̄ 2
α1
+ α2 2 − α1 n(n − 1) 1
+
R
dt
dt
R
 V̄2b 2
− α2 n(n + 1)
+ (α2 − α1 )nΩ2 (t)
R
γn(1 − n2 )
ξn (t) = 0
(23)
+ 3
R (ρ2 + ρ1 )

(13)

with α j = ρ1 +ρj 2 . It is convenient to eliminate from (23) the
term which contains the ﬁrst order derivative in ξn (t). To
do so, we make the change of variable below

(14)

 
V̄ b 
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The linear system of the conservation equations in the inviscid approximation is written as
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following [12],we investigate the dynamical evolution of
the interface in a rotating Hele-Shaw cell and we describe
the instantaneous interface in polar coordinates as R = Ro +
ξ(θ, t), where ξ(θ, t) is an inﬁnitesimal perturbation of the
circular interface. Hereafter, to perform a stability analysis,
we seek the solution of the linear system of Eqs. (12)-(14)
in terms of normal modes
 


(15)
u j , v j , p j = ũ j , ṽ j , p̃ j exp(inθ)
ξ(θ, t) = ξn (t) exp(inθ)

(16)

with i = −1, n is the azimuthal wave number.
We consider the velocity potentials Φ j , solutions of the
continuity equation, Eq. (13), deﬁned by
2

φ1 = C1 (t)rn exp(inθ)

(17)

φ2 = C2 (t)r−n exp(inθ)

(18)

the constants C j (t) are determined using kinematics condition linearized at the interface,
b

V̄ j
∂ξn (t)
+ in ξn (t) = ũ j
∂t
r

at r = R

Using Equation (24), the equation (23) is reducedto a nondiγ
mensional form by scaling space by R, time by (ρ1+ρ2)R
3,
then, we obtain
⎡
d2 ξ̄n (t) ⎢⎢⎢⎢
+ ⎢⎣ − nBo + n(n2 − 1) − 2nFrBo cos(ω∗ t∗ )
dt∗2


− Fr2 Bo β1 cos2 (ω∗ t∗ ) + β2 sin2 (ω∗ t∗ ) + β3 sin(2ω∗ t∗ )


Bo 
∗
β4 cos(ω∗ t∗ ) + β5 sin(ω∗ t∗ ) ξ̄n (t) = 0
+ iFrω −
A
(25)
whith

−
β2 =

(19)

−

To complete the set of equations we provide the dynamic
boundary condition at the interface r = R

β3 =

(Pb1 + p̃1 ) − (Pb2 + p̃2 ) = γ∇.n

−

(20)

Following [6, 12], we consider the curvature of the interface written in its linearized form as


1
2 ξ(θ, t)
1 − (1 − n )
(21)
∇.n =
R
R
Hereafter, the total pressure is linearized at r = R as follow

∂p j 
b
b
(22)
(P j + p j ) = p j (R) +
 ξ(θ, t) + P j (R)
∂r r=R
The linear stability problem, Eqns.(12)-(14), is reduced to
an ordinary diﬀerential equation for the amplitude ξn (t) of

 F2 
F12  2
α1 (n − 1)2 − nα1 (n − 1) + 2 α22 (n + 1)2
A
A
F1 F2
2
(26)
nα2 (n + 1) + 2α1 α2 (n − 1)
A
 G2 
G21  2
α1 (n − 1)2 − nα1 (n − 1) + 2 α22 (n + 1)2
A
A
G1G2
2
nα2 (n + 1) + 2α1 α2 (n − 1)
(27)
A

 F2G2
F1G1  2
α1 (n − 1)2 − nα1 (n − 1) +
α22 (n + 1)2
A
A
α1 α2 2
(28)
(n − 1)(F1G2 + F2G1 )
nα2 (n + 1) +
A
(α1G1 − α2G2 )
(29)
(α2 F2 − α1 F1 )
(30)

β1 = n +

β4 =
β5 =

(ρ −ρ )R3 Ω2

where Bo = 1 2γ o is the Bond number, Fr = ΩΩmo the
1
Froude number, A = ρρ22 −ρ
+ρ1 the Atwood number. The parameters α1 and α2 can be expressed as a function of the
1−A
Atwood number with α1 = 1+A
2 and α2 = 2 .
Remark that in the limit case corresponding to Fr = 0, the
solution determined in this work, and given by equations
(25), tends to the solution corresponding to the marginal
stability equation of Miranda [6] (equation (2) in [6] without magnetic bond number NB ).
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4 Conclusion
Bo − (n2 − 1) = 0

(31)

The equation (25) is solved numerically using the spectral
method in MATLAB, this method provides a matrix formulation of the linear stability problem which corresponds
to a nonlinear eigenvalue problem.

3 Results and Discussion
In this section, we present the results corresponding to the
case ΩΩmo  1 (Fr  1). In this situation the equation (25)
can be approximated by:

4 
d2 ξn
2
−nB
+
+
n(n
−
1)
−
2nFrB
cos(2τ)
ξn = 0
o
o
ω∗
dτ2
(32)
This equation corresponds to a classical Mathieu equation
which is solved numerically to determine the marginal stability curves Bo (n). Notice that, the interface can be linearly unstable to a Rayleigh-Taylor instability and successive parametric instability regions. In this situation, corresponding to small Froude number and small dimensionless frequency, the parametric instability regions vanish
and only the Rayleigh-Taylor instability occurs.
In ﬁgure (2), we illustrate the marginal stability curves for
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Fig. 2. Variation of the Bond number, Bo , versus the wave number, n, for ω∗ = 0.1 and diﬀerent values of the Froude number
Fr

In this study, we have performed a linear stability analysis of an interface between two viscous immiscible ﬂuids
of diﬀerent densities conﬁned in a time-periodic rotating
Hele-Shaw cell. The linear problem is reduced to a periodic Mathieu equation governing the evolution of the amplitude of the interface. In this investigation, we have studied the limiting case Fr  1, corresponding to small modulation amplitude of the time-periodic rotation ΩΩmo  1.
We have focused our analysis on the eﬀect of the Froude
number, Fr , on the boundaries of the marginal stability and
it was shown that, an increase in this number has a stabilizing eﬀect on the Rayleigh-Taylor instability region.
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assigned value of the dimensionless frequency, ω∗ = 0.1,
and for diﬀerent Froude number Fr . It turns out that an increase in the Froude number, corresponds to increasing the
amplitude modulation of the angular velocity Ωm , acts to
stabilize the interface. Furthermore, it is worth noting that,
when the Froude number decreases the marginal stability
curve converge toward that obtained by Miranda [6] corresponding to Fr = 0.
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